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T
here is an ongoing regulatory concern that
runoff discharged to beaches via stormwa-
ter outfalls likely affects beach erosion, im-

pacts turtle nesting habitat, and degrades water
quality. Also, beach stormwater outfalls interfere
with lateral beach access and degrade the aesthet-
ics of the beach environment. The beaches in the
City of Naples consist of long expanses of fine
white sand, offering fantastic sunsets and spectac-
ular views of the Gulf of Mexico, and are a world-
wide attraction for seasonal residents and tourists.
Preservation and protection of this precious nat-
ural resource is critically important to the City,
which wants to mitigate impacts of stormwater
outfalls on beaches through technically sound and
economically feasible methods that also achieve
its public safety and flood protection goals. 

The City’s stormwater drainage system con-
sists of a series of 12 drainage basins that collect
and convey stormwater to the Gulf of Mexico
and other tidal water bodies within the City. The
current study area is located in the City’s
Stormwater Drainage Basin II, which is one of
the main basins serving the City, with a con-
tributing area of approximately 920 acres. There
are 10 stormwater outfalls (numbered 1 through
10) within Basin II discharging to the Gulf along
Naples Beach. The outfalls are located between
the Naples Pier to the south and approximately
one-half mile north of the Naples Beach Hotel.
Outfall #1 only serves private property and is pri-
vately owned and operated; therefore, it is not
included in this study. All of the outfall pipes are
buried beneath the upland beach profile and be-

come exposed near the water line. Figure 1 shows
the location of the City’s existing beach outfalls.

The following are the five beach stormwater
outfall alternatives that are proposed to reduce
the impacts of the outfalls on the beach, while
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maintaining the same or slightly greater level of
service as compared to the existing conditions:
1.  Alternative 1: Integration of beach outfalls

with planned beach renourishment project
2.  Alternative 2: Integration of beach outfalls

with aquifer storage recovery (ASR) system 
3.  Alternative 3: Consolidation of beach outfall

pipes
4.  Alternative 4: Redirection of beach outfall

flows via pump station to alternate locations
5.   Alternative 5: Extension of beach outfalls

deeper and further into the ocean (subaque-
ous outfalls)

The proposed beach outfall alternatives
were analyzed and evaluated using the City’s ex-
isting stormwater system hydraulic model in
XP–Stormwater Management Model. The ob-
jective of this evaluation was to define concep-
tual-level improvements needed for each
alternative under the premise of maintaining or
slightly improving the existing level of service in
the existing system. The proposed beach outfall
alternatives were incorporated into the hy-
draulic model and several simulations were per-
formed using the five-year, 24-hour storm event
for each alternative. The elements of each alter-
native were sized in an iterative process; the
stormwater model was used for each iteration to
evaluate the effects of the alternative on the peak
stages for the selected storm event. A “pass or
fail” criterion was used in this process; the stages
under the proposed alternatives could be within
2 in. of the stages in the existing conditions
model in order to be deemed acceptable. 

Alternative 1: Integration of Beach Outfalls
With Planned Beach Renourishment Project

The City’s beach outfall Alternative 1 in-
volves integration with the Collier County’s
planned beach renourishment project that in-
cludes modifying the existing coastal structures
in the County to determine if the project’s beach
performance could be improved. The City’s
beach is constructed with a 1:10 slope that
quickly (in a few months to a year) equilibrates
to a natural slope. The recommended improve-
ments for the City’s outfall pipelines were esti-
mated using the equilibrated templates and
future shoreline locations. The baseline for these
profiles was estimated using data from LiDAR
(light detection and ranging), which is a remote
sensing method to examine the surface of the
earth and measure seafloor elevations. 

Analysis of the City’s outfall pipeline pro-
files indicated that Outfalls #2 and #3 be ex-
tended about 25 ft from the construction
template shoreline in order to accommodate the
County’s planned beach renourishment con-

Figure 1. Existing Beach Outfall Locations

Table 1. Proposed Infrastructure Requirements: Alternative 1 
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struction. Outfalls #4, #9, and #10 are taper-sec-
tioned with small fill densities, and have suffi-
cient length. Outfalls #5 through #8 are in gaps
where no nourishment is needed, and the exist-
ing outfall length is sufficient. The durability of
the existing outfalls has been fair to poor as re-
ported by the City; therefore, reinforcement of
all the existing outfalls was recommended to im-
prove durability. Table 1 presents the proposed
infrastructure improvements required for im-
plementation of Alternative 1.

Alternative 2: Integration of Beach Outfalls
With Aquifer Storage and Recovery System

The City’s beach outfall Alternative 2 in-
volves integration with the City’s existing re-
claimed water ASR system as an alternative to
divert stormwater discharges that are currently
going to the beach outfalls; however, since the
redirection system (in this case, a pump station)
will be limited by its capacity and by the avail-
able capacity of the ASR system, it will not be
possible to redirect large portions of significant
rainfall events. It might also not be feasible to
redirect runoff produced by small rainfall
events, since they will not produce the volume
required to reduce salinity concentrations in the
receiving water bodies. Additionally, the feasi-
bility of this alternative is subject to the water
quality of the stormwater discharges. The
stormwater diverted may require pretreatment,
including filtration and disinfection, prior to in-
troduction to the ASR system.  

For the current alternative, a base flow of
about 2 mil gal per day (mgd), which is the avail-
able permitted capacity at the City’s reclaimed
water ASR system from Basin II outfalls, would
be captured prior to discharge to the lake system
and pumped to the City’s ASR system, while the
rest of the flow would be pumped to a consoli-
dated outfall. The potential location for the con-
solidated pumped ocean outfall was identified
based on findings from LiDAR data related to this
project and is recommended to be at Outfall #6.
This outfall is recommended to be upgraded to a
larger-size pipe and the discharge location to be
extended further into the Gulf from the current
location. The evaluation of this alternative using
the City’s hydraulic model recommended a 60-
in. force main extending about 1,210 ft from Gulf
Shore Boulevard for the consolidated outfall at
the Outfall #6 location. The recommended invert
elevation for the consolidated outfall discharge
location is approximately -12.5 ft with respect to
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) 1929. 

A pump station will be required to pump
flows from the outfalls to the proposed consoli-
dated outfall and to the ASR system. The system
required to pump stormwater to the ASR system

Figure 2. Outfall #2 Profile (Alternative 3)

Figure 3. Outfall #6 Profile (Alternative 3)

Table 2. Proposed Infrastructure Requirements: Alternative 2 Continued from page 63
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should keep the stormwater separated from the
water in the lake to avoid its high salinity con-
centrations. In order to maintain the existing
level of service, three pumps, with a design ca-
pacity of 50 cu ft per second (cfs) are required at
the proposed pump station. A fourth pump with
the same design capacity is recommended to
serve as a standby pump. The proposed pump
station would receive stormwater from the out-
falls via gravity flow and then pump water at the
required head for the proposed consolidated
beach outfall at Outfall #6. A designated set of
pumps at the proposed pump station would
pump flow through a new force main that would
carry flow to an existing gravity pipe, which con-
veys flow to the City’s ASR. Table 2 presents the
proposed infrastructure improvements required
for implementation of Alternative 2.

Alternative 3: Consolidation of Beach Outfall
Pipes

The City’s beach outfall Alternative 3 in-
volves consolidation of existing beach outfalls;
the consolidated outfalls will be buried deeper
and extend further into the Gulf. The following
items need to be considered in the design of
such submerged consolidated outfalls:
� Outfall diameter
� Outfall depth
� Outfall length
� Navigation markers
� Hydrostatic head
� Structural stability
� Outfall buoyancy
� Sea floor movement
� Stormwater dilution
� Biofouling

Flow from the outfalls is recommended to
be consolidated into two beach outfalls and dif-
ferent locations could be selected for the consol-
idated beach outfalls; however, this alternative
was based on the assumption that flows are con-
veyed to the largest outfalls. The LiDAR data re-
lated to this project was also considered in the
selection of location for consolidated outfalls;
Outfall #2 and #6 locations are recommended
for consolidated outfalls under this alternative.
Outfalls #2 and #6 have twin pipes, while the rest
of the outfalls have a single pipe. Concept pro-
files that were developed using the cross sections
from LiDAR data related to this project for Out-
falls #2 and #6 are shown in Figures 2 and 3. All
gravity flow with a single outfall could also be
considered as another option for this alternative;
however, a single gravity outfall will not main-
tain the same level of service as the existing con-
dition, and therefore, a single gravity outfall is
not considered a viable option. 

Continud on page 66
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For Outfall #2, a 54-in. diameter conduit is rec-
ommended or, alternatively, two 42-in. conduits
could be used. With the single 54-in. conduit, the
concept design has the outfall extending ap-
proximately 750 ft offshore, with the last 450 ft

only partially buried. The outfall invert at its ter-
minus is at an elevation of -12 ft NGVD, which
leaves a minimum clearance of 6.49 ft at mean
lower low water (MLLW), not accounting for any
rip-rap, support, or collar that would extend
above the conduit. If this elevation can be raised

1 ft by using two 42-in. conduits, the outfall
length could be reduced by about 120 ft.

Similarly, for Outfall #6, a 54-in. diameter
conduit is recommended or, alternatively, two
42-in. conduits could be used. With the single
54-in. conduit, the concept design has the out-
fall extending approximately 570 ft offshore, with
the last 250 ft only partially buried. The outfall
invert at its terminus is at an elevation of -12 ft
NGVD, which leaves a minimum clearance of
6.49 ft at MLLW, not accounting for any rip-rap,
support, or collar that would extend above the
conduit. If this elevation can be raised 1 ft by
using two 42-in. conduits, the outfall length
could be reduced by about 50 ft. Table 3 presents
the proposed infrastructure improvements re-
quired for implementation of Alternative 3.

Alternative 4: Redirection of Beach Outfall
Flows via Pump Station to Alternate Location

The City’s beach outfall Alternative 4 involves
redirection of flow from beach Outfalls #2 through
#8 to Moorings Bay via a pump station. The pro-
posed pump station would receive stormwater
from the outfalls via gravity flow. A wet well will
be integrated with storage at the pump station lo-
cation. The pump station is assumed to be sized to
maintain the existing level of service during the de-
sign storm event (five-year, 24-hour) with no over-
flow. Flows above the design storm event would
result in street flooding. In order to maintain the
existing or improved level of service, three pumps,
with a design capacity of 50 cfs, are required at the
proposed pump station. A fourth pump with the
same design capacity is recommended to serve as
a standby pump. 

A new force main is required to carry flow
from the proposed pump station to Mooring’s
Bay and is recommended to be 60 in. in diame-
ter and approximately 4,600 ft in length. The
length of the force main was determined based
on a conceptual path that was assumed to be
practical to carry flow from the proposed pump
station to Mooring’s Bay. It should be noted that
the length of the force main might change de-
pending on the route chosen during final design
of the force main. Two options could be consid-
ered for sizing of the proposed force main dis-
charging into Moorings Bay: a single 60-in. force
main or two 42-in. force mains. Table 4 presents
the proposed infrastructure improvements re-
quired for implementation of Alternative 4.

Alternative 5: Consolidation of Beach Outfalls
Into Single Outfall Buried Deeper and Further
Into Gulf of Mexico (Subaqueous Outfalls)

The City’s beach outfall Alternative 5 in-
volves consolidation of existing beach outfalls
into one; the consolidated outfall will be buried
deeper and extended further into the Gulf. Flow

Table 3. Proposed Infrastructure Requirements: Alternative 3

Table 4. Proposed Infrastructure Requirements: Alternative 4

Figure 4. Outfall #6 Profile (Alternative 5)
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from the outfalls is recommended to be consoli-
dated to the beach outfall and different locations
could be selected for the consolidated beach out-
fall. The LiDAR data related to this project were
considered in the selection of location of the con-
solidated outfall; the Outfall #6 location was rec-
ommended for the consolidated outfall under
this alternative and the existing discharge outfalls
will be removed. Outfall #6 will be removed and
replaced with a larger pipe that is buried deeper
and is extended further into the Gulf.  The con-
cept profile for Outfall #6 is shown in Figure 4.

A pump station is recommended to pump
flows from the outfalls to the proposed consol-
idated outfall at the Outfall #6 location. In order
to maintain the existing or improved level of
service, three pumps, with a design capacity of
50 cfs, are required at the proposed pump sta-
tion. A fourth pump with the same design ca-
pacity is recommended to serve as a standby
pump. The proposed pump station would re-
ceive stormwater runoff from outfalls via grav-
ity flow and then pump into the Gulf.

Table 5 presents the proposed infrastruc-
ture improvements required for implementa-
tion of Alternative 5.

Cost Estimates

The following Preliminary Opinion of
Probable Construction Cost is based on prelim-
inary price quotes from equipment vendors.
The assumptions that were made during con-
ceptual cost estimating are:
� Estimates were compiled using available 2012

cost data.  
� Labor estimates were compiled based on con-

sultation with marine contractors.  
� Installations on land assume multiple crews

performing work sections in parallel.  
� Work is based on a 150-ton barge crane with

mudhog pumps for jetting pipe into place.
� A spud barge for materials is included as a

staging platform.  
� Work less than 100 ft from shore is assumed

to be performed using sheeting and a land
based crane.   

� Marine work estimates can vary significantly
from actual costs if severe weather impacts
construction efforts.

Table 6 provides the preliminary opinion
of probable construction cost for the proposed
alternatives.

Table 5. Proposed Infrastructure Requirements: Alternative 5

Table 6. Summary of Costs for Proposed Alternatives
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The proposed five alternatives were further
analyzed to determine the extent to which they
achieve identified goals and objectives, namely:
1.  Reduce beach erosion

2.  Reduce impacts to turtle nesting habitat
3.  Provide lateral beach access
4.  Reduce impacts to water quality 
5.  Improve aesthetics

Table 7 presents such analysis of the pro-
posed beach outfall alternatives. The table also
lists potential benefits and burdens associated
with each alternative. ��

Table 7. Evaluation of Proposed Alternatives
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